The Linnet Bird: A Novel

In the claustrophobic, mannered world of
British India, Linny Ingram seems the
perfect society wife: pretty, gracious,
subservient. But appearances can be
deceptive. Linny Ingram was born Linny
Gow, an orphan raised in the gray slums of
Liverpool. Sold into prostitution by her
stepfather when she was only eleven,
Linny clung to the belief that she was
meant for something more, something
better, than life on the cold, dangerous
streets.A stroke of luck granted Linny the
chance to re-create herself as a proper
middle-class young lady, allowing her to
join the fishing fleetyoung women of good
birth who sailed to India in search of
husbands. India, with its exotic colors,
sights, and smells, is a world away from
the cold back alleys of Linnys childhood.
But even there, she is haunted by her past,
and by the constant threat of discovery.
Soon she finds that respectability and
marriage bring a new kind of
imprisonment. But having come so far,
Linny is not about to surrender easily. In
the lush tropics of India she finds not only
the means of rebellion ... she finds that she
may be capable of feeling love and
freedom after all.

In a Far Country The Moonlit Cage The Linnet Bird Short Story Collections in Skopje, Macedonia, for a surprising
look at one of the citys book offerings.Her work includes two adult collections of literary short stories, Flying to Yellow
and Devils Darning Needle, as well as the historic novels The Linnet Bird, TheIndia, 1839: Linny Gow, a respectable
young wife and mother, settles down to write her life story. To outside appearances Linny is the perfect Raj wife:
beautiful, I managed to finish The Linnet Bird, but frankly it was a struggle. I can sum up my reaction to Holemans
novel in a similar way: for the mostThe Linnet Bird: A Novel and millions of other books are available for Amazon
Kindle. The Linnet Bird: A Novel Paperback January 24, 2006. In the claustrophobic, mannered world of British
India, Linny Ingram seems the perfect society wife: pretty, gracious, subservient.An unforgettable book, richly
descriptive and mesmerising from the start, The Linnet Bird is the spellbinding story of the journey of Linny Gow child prostituteIn 1820s England, young Linnet Gow is forced into prostitution by her stepfather. Using her wit and
courage, Linnet survives life as a child prostitute andA historical romance with a soft-focus cover, Holemans first adult
novel (shes Holeman (The Linnet Bird ) explores the fate of a willful Muslim girl in this exoticThe Linnet Bird Linda
Holeman ISBN: 9780753172568 Kostenloser Versand fur This Canadian writers first adult novel succeeds in being
more than just aThe Linnet Bird: A Novel Linda Holeman ISBN: 9781400097401 Kostenloser Versand fur alle
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http:///p6dulc6 Feature * In the In nineteenth-century England, twelve-year-old Linny Gow lives on the infamous
Vauxhall Road, a resident of the poverty-tainted streets of Liverpool, England,Editorial Reviews. From Publishers
Weekly. A historical romance with a soft-focus cover, The Linnet Bird: A Novel - Kindle edition by Linda Holeman.
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